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ABSTRACT 

Pictograms are ubiquitous: from public conveniences to private chat messages. The ease of interpretation of these symbolic 

representations has encouraged their usage in diverse fields and they are omnipresent in our learning systems, healthcare 

services and public recreational facilities. Their effectiveness as a form of non-verbal communication has propelled 

research to assist those with intellectual and developmental disorders, linguistic disadvantages and learning difficulties in 

expressing themselves, resulting in the Text2Picto platform, under the Able to Include initiative. The encouraging results of 

this project, together with the growing awareness in the field of mental health and the current status of lexical resources 

and technological tools, has prompted the study into the multifaceted benefits of this form of communication and the 

possibilities of extending it to the multitude of Indian languages. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Pictograms have been used as means of non-verbal communication since pre-historic times. Through figurative and 

abstract drawing, a pictogram expresses an elaborate idea in a concise fashion, without words. The usage of pictograms is 

valuable in situations that need quick response (like reacting to a hazard), additional emphasis (like a no smoking sign), cross 

language communication (like navigation symbols) and space constraints (like smileys). With the prevalence of digital 

media, pictograms have become more expressive through the use of animation, aiding in their comprehension and popularity. 

Pictographic languages have established themselves as excellent tools of non-verbal communication, an aspect which makes 

them important in the field of Alternative and Augmentative Communication (AAC), targeted at those with low literacy, the 

elderly and specifically those with Intellectual and Developmental Disorders (IDDs).    

In the developing countries, lack of awareness and social stigma related to any kind of mental illness are the leading 

factors which delay diagnosis and often prevent requisite care from reaching the affected. [1] studies a set of parents who 

have children affected by Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD). They report that the parents get socially, emotionally and 

financially drained bearing the social ostracism, puzzling medical consultations and dubious faith healers. Parents who fail to 

acknowledge such illnesses in their children or are unable to bear the costs leave the affected at the receiving end of bullying, 

physical abuse and neglect or abandon.   

As Robert M. Hensel puts it, there is no greater disability in society, than the inability to see a person as more. To provide 

them with opportunities of social inclusion, financial independence and a life of dignity, the Rights of Persons with 

Disabilities Act, 2016 in India, identifies 21 disabilities which include intellectual disabilities, ASD, cerebral palsy and 

specific learning disabilities, both innate and acquired. A better outlook towards those affected will need major societal 
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shifts. However facilitating the access of digital information like news and digitized services like social media can empower 

those who defeat their disabilities every day.  

Pictograms in general and text to pictogram conversion in particular find numerous applications in the fields like 

industrial safety, healthcare and education, thus expanding the possible beneficiaries.  Using an existing architecture 

implemented by the Able to Include Initiative and existing resources for linguistic analysis of Indian languages, the paper 

proposes extending the advantages of Text2Picto to the Indian populace. 

THE USAGE OF PICTOGRAMS 

Pictograms feature in several archaeological sites all around the world. [2] hypothesizes that anthropomorphic and 

zoomorphic images at these sites could have been records of rituals, traditions and experiences of pre-literate folks. They 

could also have been messages directed at supernatural beings and spirits and thus painted by people who held high status in 

the society, like priests and healers. The exact purpose of those pictographs is lost with those civilizations, but the usefulness 

of the self-explanatory nature of pictograms is undeniable in its modern applications. It is possible to impart regulatory and 

prohibitory to people in absence of prior exposure and training in innumerable public places. It is a popular form of non-

verbal communication, one way as in road signage, as well as two-way as in popular chat messengers.  Figure 1 shows the 

AIGA symbols for road transportation enforced in the Unites States of America. 

 

Figure 1. AIGA symbols for Road Transportation 

The primary function of pictograms is to deliver information instantly, concisely and unambiguously. In public places 

witnessing large number of footfalls, pictograms used for navigational guidance to the public utilities and places of interest 

like the souvenir shop, these three aspects are crucial to avoid chaos. [3] studies the usage of pictograms in museums for 

navigation and information. Such measures make the tourists less dependent on the staff for information.  

Unlike tourist places, which people frequent in a cheerful alert state of mind, people visiting medical centers are 

emotionally stressed over the illness of their loved ones and can find following even simple instructions a daunting task. The 

Society for Experiential Graphic Design (SEGD) provides several sets of standardized symbols, Figure 2 demonstrating the 

ones common in healthcare. 
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Figure 2. Universal Symbols in Healthcare, SEGD 

Barriers in communication occur when the sender and the receiver don’t share same language or vocabulary and state of 

mind. A common scenario where such obstacles are frequently encountered is the field of medicine with medical 

practitioners have to explain complicated medical conditions and surgeries to patients and their anxious relations. 

Miscommunication might lead to incorrect diagnosis, delayed treatments, insufficient post-operative care and miscalculation 

of the risk involved, endangering the lives of the patients and tainting the reputation of the practitioner. Therefore, 

pictograms have been widely used in the field of healthcare to lower the communication barriers.  Medical tourism, 

understood as the practice of seeking healthcare services in country other than one’s own, is an arena of multicultural 

exchanges, also the one in which miscommunication can be fatal to the patient and confusing to their caregivers. As a 

majority of medical research is conducted in the English language, equivalent translations in other languages may or may not 

be present, leading to inaccurate descriptions of symptoms, ailments and preventive/corrective measures. [4] applies 

pictograms to explain gastroesophageal reflux disease to Chinese speaking subjects. Although their study is limited to one 

ailment, it can be extended to other diseases which can prove to be fatal if diagnosed at later stages. [5] studies the 

communication between physicians and patients in the multicultural environment of Malaga and the effectiveness of 

innovative mobile based applications like Trasandan and HIPOT-CNV in such settings. 

Safety of the industrial workers as well as of the consumers is of prime importance when it comes to chemical industry. 

[6] studies the use of pictograms in issuing safety instruction when dealing with chemicals that are hazardous, corrosive, 

carcinogenic et cetera in nature. The instruction pictogram stamped on a tiny bottle is as readable as one on a massive tanker. 

This demonstrates another effective application of pictograms for information delivery. Addressing a similar scenario, where 

people with low health literacy or poor reading skills might skip or overdose on their medications, [7] recommends the use of 

pictograms to increase adherence to prescribed medical routines. With increasing life expectancy, a substantial proportion of 

the world population is aging. The instructions related to the medications they use are either committed to memory, or 

printed in fine print on the container. With the motive of guiding elderly patients in taking their medications without lapses 

and with minimum dependency on others, [8] suggests the use of pictograms on container labels and confirms better short 

term recall of the related instructions. 

Besides exchange of information, pictograms act as ice breakers in the casual conversation. Combinations of characters 

that resemble facial expressions, like :) and :( have been popular on social media platforms and chat messengers. Called 

emoticons, [9] observed that they add an emotional component to a text message, which one generally conveys through 

facial expressions or voice modulations in face-to-face communication. Emojis are more figurative and elaborate in nature. 

Several applications provide emojis with variations in skin tone, hair colour and garments to make the representation realistic 
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and attractive. Classrooms are crucibles of innovative teaching methods. Pictograms have been employed by elementary 

school teachers in various ways. They aid in introducing students to new terms in vocabulary. They act as cues in storytelling 

activities and in expressing buried emotions. 

Emoticons and emojis have established their foothold in the field of online learning [10]. Online learning, both 

synchronous and asynchronous, takes place between geographically separated and often culturally diverse individuals in 

learner-instructor and peer-peer relationships. Such interactions can be dry and formal defeating the planned objectives of the 

exchange. Emoticons and emojis have been observed to make the communication more social and interpersonal, bridging the 

psychological distance significantly. The unambiguous recognition of facial expressions across cultural and linguistic 

borders makes emojis, often smileys, extremely popular and enhances cohesion within online community. Figure 3 shows 

some popular emojis. 

 

Figure 3. Emojis (https://emojipedia.org/) 

PICTOGRAMS FOR IDD 

The on-going efforts to make learning fun and effective for all age groups and socio-economic backgrounds have not 

neglected those who conquer challenges like dyslexia, cerebral palsy and autism in their everyday lives. People with 

intellectual and developmental disorders (IDDs), either innate or acquired through ageing or medical conditions, face some 

degree of social exclusion. Their caregivers need to walk an extra mile to avail them the same benefits that the abled people 

take for granted, like mobility and networking. The quest to give the disabled the dignity and care they deserve has 

propelled research in the direction of technologies and methodologies that can make them self-reliant and independent. 

Able to Include (ATI) was a 3 year project launched in March 2014 through the collaboration of Spain, UK, Belgium, 

Romania and Ireland with the objective of improving the lives of those with IDDs through technological interventions. The 

deliverables of this project have been in the form of an Accessibility Layer, which provides three services to the users [11]. 

These are: Text to Speech conversion, Text Simplification and Text to Pictogram conversion. Text to Speech converts the 

input text to audible format, an application now ubiquitous. Text Simplification transforms sentences, complicated due to 

the choice of words or construction, into something simpler and easier to read. It benefits those with limited proficiency of 

a language, may it be due to IDDs or just limited exposure to the language. Simplification of the text improves the 

performance of operations like machine translation and parsing, making it a useful pre-processing operation. The text 

simplifier YATS [12] incorporates word sense disambiguation to substitute long or uncommon words with simpler ones. It 

analyses the input text for specific constructions like passive constructions, relative clauses et cetera and applied hand 

crafted rules to convert them to simpler sentence(s). 
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The third component, Text to Pictogram convertor, evolved from the WAI-NOT system (https://www.wai-not.be), one 

of the earliest efforts in increasing comprehension of website content. The users could see appropriate pictograms on 

hovering over the words. This original work matured with enhancements like text simplification, shallow linguistic analysis 

and word sense disambiguation added to it over the course of time, to reach its current form Text2Picto available online on 

(http://picto.ccl.kuleuven.be/index_engspa.php). It supports two pictographic languages, Sclera (Figure 4) and Beta (Figure 

5), and was built for Dutch. It was later extended to English and Spanish. The users were made familiar with these 

pictograms through games and workshops. 

 

 
Figure 4. Text to Pictograph (using Sclera) 

 
Figure 5. Text to Pictograph (using Beta) 

 

The services in the Accessibility Layer have been integrated with other applications to create an interactive platforms for 

the target users, one of them being an email client called Kolumba [13]. Kolumba assists those with IDDs to integrate 

themselves with the workforce taking them a step closer towards social inclusion and financial independence. 

THE TEXT2PICTO ARCHITECTURE 

The Text-to-Pictogram conversion system was originally devised for Dutch. While the pictographic language Sclera 

consists of mostly black-and-white images, Beta uses more colors. 5710 Sclera pictographs and 2760 Beta pictographs 

were manually linked to word groups, called synsets, in the Dutch lexical-semantic database, Cornetto. 

[14] describes the detailed architecture of this text-to-pictogram conversion system. In this system, the input text 

undergoes a set of operations which fall under the umbrella of shallow linguistic analysis. These are tokenization, spelling 

correction, part-of-speech (POS) tagging, sentence detection and lemmatization. Tokenization splits the text into unit 

components like words. Although in several languages space is a delimiter indicating word boundaries, it is not so with all 

languages. Once the words are identified, they are subject to spell correctors. Through substitution, insertion, elimination 

and swapping, non-words are detected and replaced with correct dictionary entries. POS tagging identifies the word as 

nouns, verbs et cetera based on their usage in the sentence. Identification of the role of the word is useful in further steps 

like word sense disambiguation. Sentence detection identifies the boundaries of a sentence. Lemmatization identifies the 

root word or lemma of every word in the text, which relates it to synsets in the Cornetto.   
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Next, the POS tags are used to partition words and direct them to two parallel execution routes. The nouns, verbs, 

adjectives and adverbs are directed to the semantic analysis route. Rest are assigned to the direct route. Along the semantic 

analysis route, words with negative polarity are detected. Then, the appropriate synset is selected for each word based on 

context and the POS tag. Manually established mappings between synsets and pictographs are used to retrieve the correct 

pictogram. If the corresponding pictogram is not found, relations between synsets like hypernomy (replacing a specific 

concept with a generic one), antonomy (replacing the concept with its negation) and XPos (concepts with similar meaning 

but different part-of-speech) are explored. When words are assigned the direct route, the lemma/token is searched for a 

match with the name of the pictogram in the dictionary. The numerous decisions taken in deciding a pictogram for a given 

word are governed by penalties or parameters. These parameters are tuned using corpus of natural language texts converted 

to pictographic form. The retrieved pictograms and penalty scores of each token-pictogram match are fed into an A* 

algorithm, which outputs the suitable pictographic sequence. This is the final output of the conversion system. 

EXTENDING TEXT2PICTO TO INDIAN LANGUAGES 

The Text2Picto system was designed to be language independent and easily extensible to other languages. This 

extensibility was provided through the synset linkages between the Dutch Cornetto WordNet and the English Princeton 

WordNet, and the Princeton WordNet and The Spanish MCR WordNet. The incorporation of extensibility avoids the need to 

rework and reinvent the wheel, which also makes it extremely useful in the context of Indian languages.   

The freedom to express in one’s mother tongue is a major boost the speaker’s confidence and articulation skills. 

Irrespective of gender, socio-economic background and literacy level, one’s language embodies one’s pride and cultural 

heritage. The Constitution of India boasts of 22 official languages, namely Assamese, Bangla, Bodo, Dogri, Gujarati, Hindi, 

Kannada, Kashmiri, Konkani, Maithili, Malayalam, Manipuri, Marathi, Nepali, Odia, Punjabi, Sanskrit, Santali, Sindhi, 

Tamil, Telugu and Urdu. For such a multilingual populace, English is a foreign language. Taking into consideration those 

with developmental, intellectual and learning disabilities, in forcing them to learn English besides their mother tongue to 

avail communication assistance, we unknowingly add to their difficulties instead of reducing them. This calls for 

technological interventions to make such services available in the languages they are more comfortable with. 

In order to extend the Text2Picto system to any new language, language specific shallow parsers and linkages with the 

Princeton WordNet are the only requirements. In the recent years, researchers in the field of natural language processing 

have made significant advances in developing resource for Indian languages. IndoWordNet [15] uses Hindi WordNet as a 

pivot and links all the Indian languages to it. Although each language has its own intricacies which another language cannot 

fully capture, it works as a common connected resource for machine translation. Open source tools for shallow parsing have 

matured with years of rigorous research and are available on the Language Technologies Research Center of IIIT Hyderabad 

(https://ltrc.iiit.ac.in). With the linkages with Princeton WordNet established, as reported in [16], the current state of research 

provides us with all the pieces of the puzzle, waiting to be organized. The availability of all these resources make the 

integration of Indian languages with the text-to-pictogram technology feasible and a little effort will bring this wonderful 

application with reach of the thousands who can benefit from it. 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

The ability to communicate can pave a path to social inclusion for those with IDDs. This study elaborates on the 

existing lexical resources and software technology which make Text to Pictogram system for Indian languages not just 

feasible but also economic. The scope of its application extends to education and public health and safety, and will open up 

yet unseen avenues of communication, in the languages of the masses.  

The popular acceptance of this technology will not be devoid of challenges. Relevant studies in the global context can 

guide further similar explorations with the Indian populace. Ambiguities, such as those due to linguistic differences, as 

studied in [17], or cultural dissimilarities, as observed by [18], are aspects that need further investigation. An astute choice 

of color, shape and sequence together with cultural sensibilities towards imagery and gestures can make overcome such 

communication barriers and ensure clear and concise interactions. 
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